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Abstract

The ubiquitous use of social platforms across the globe makes them attractive options for
investigating social phenomena including migration. However, the use of social media data
raises several crucial ethical issues around the areas of informed consent, anonymity and
profiling of individuals, which are particularly sensitive when looking at a population such
as migrants, which is often considered as ‘vulnerable’. In this paper, we discuss how the
opportunities and challenges related to social media research in the context of migration
impact on the development of large-scale scientific projects. Building on the EU-funded
research project PERCEPTIONS, we explore the concrete challenges experienced in
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such projects regarding profiling, informed consent, bias, data sharing and ethical approval
procedures, as well as the strategies used to mitigate them. We draw from lessons learned
in this project to discuss implications and recommendations to researchers, funders and
university ethics review panels. This paper contributes to the growing discussion on the
ethical challenges associated with big social data research projects on migration by highlighting
concrete aspects stakeholders should be looking for and questioning when involved in such
large-scale scientific projects where collaboration, data sharing and transformation and
practicalities are of importance.
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Introduction
In 2019, the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (FRONTEX) published a
call for tenders soliciting the provision of services for monitoring and forecasting
irregular migratory movement at the borders of Europe via social media.1 This
400,000€ contract invited the development of tools allowing the collection and
analysis of the social media data published by a variety of migration-related actors,
including migrants, smugglers, traffickers, but also civil society and diaspora communities in Europe. Following the launch of this call, the NGO Privacy International
published an enquiry over the legality of such services, and whether appropriate
checks and approvals had been sought.2 Soon after this enquiry, the tender was
cancelled, raising questions about the ethical implications of research in this arena.
This event illustrates the complexity of the use of social media data in migration
research, a highly political and sensitive area where the opportunities provided by
these popular platforms often contradict the multiple ethical challenges they carry,
and where the interests of different stakeholders can come into conflict.
If this specific call for tenders was cancelled, the complex ethical considerations that accompany big social media data analytics in the context of migration
persist and need careful consideration (Townsend and Wallace, 2017). Yet, if ethical guidelines regarding social media analytics on the one hand (Association of
Internet Researchers, 2019), and migration research on the other (European
Commission, 2020), have emerged, these two aspects tend to be covered separately and are not jointly embedded within the conception and development of
international research project.
To explore these ethical challenges and put forward possible mitigation strategies, we draw together the lessons learned from PERCEPTIONS,3 a 3-year project
funded as part of the EU Horizon 2020’s ‘improving border and external security’
research and development strand. This project aims to investigate the impact of
perceptions and narratives about Europe on migration behaviours and associated
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risks to migrants, as well as host countries. In addition to surveys, interviews and
focus groups with migrants and practitioners working with migrants, the project
uses social media platforms as relevant sources of data to investigate narratives
and how they spread. As the project developed, various tensions arose between its
initial aims, the intended use of social media data, and the ethical requirements of
EU projects funded under the Horizon 2020 programme. Each research partner
being based in a different country, these ethical challenges were further complicated by the heterogeneity between the different national regulations and organisational ethical processes that each had to comply with. Navigating these multiple
ethical requirements and designing adequate mitigation strategies was a particularly complex process that caused several delays.
This paper provides a reflective overview of these challenges with the aim of
helping research stakeholders to identify and anticipate some of the legal and ethical implications of using social media analytics in migration research. First, we
outline the main ethical concerns associated with big data and social media research
in a migration context. Then, we discuss the ethical challenges that we encountered as part of PERCEPTIONS, and the mitigation strategies implemented.
Finally, we draw implications and recommendations to different stakeholders,
including researchers, funding bodies and university ethics review panels. By
highlighting key points of vigilance when it comes to social media analytics and
migration, this paper provides concrete recommendations for establishing processes that ensure that ethical issues are addressed and mitigated in a way that does
not limit the development of research projects. It also contributes to drawing
together considerations around social media and migration, two areas of ethical
concerns that are particularly sensitive and increasingly overlapping (Sandberg
and Rossi, 2022).

Ethics in migration and social media research
As international migration is a multifaceted and constantly changing phenomenon,
rich and up to date data is needed to be able to inform relevant policies and actions.
However, international migration is particularly difficult to document, leading to
various knowledge gaps and datasets that are inconsistent across countries
(Migration Data Portal, 2020). To address those gaps, researchers and agencies
have increasingly resorted to the use of big data drawn from mobile phones and
Internet sources (Sîrbu et al., 2021). In addition to these sources, social media platforms have increasingly been considered as attractive options for studying migration, as they provide access to large amounts of real-time, structured data, and can
be used to investigate various aspects of migration. Such aspects include measuring, monitoring and forecasting migration movements (Martín et al., 2020), analysing public attitudes towards immigrants and immigration (Siapera et al., 2018) and
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estimating levels of integration (Dubois et al., 2018). Thus, social media platforms
are particularly valuable data sources to investigate the social determinants and the
social impact of migration in both sending and receiving countries. However, the
use of social media data raises a number of crucial ethical issues around the areas
of informed consent, anonymity and profiling of individuals (Townsend and
Wallace, 2017), which are particularly sensitive when looking at a population such
as migrants, which is often considered as ‘vulnerable’.
Individuals who immigrate to a new country but do not hold the nationality
from that country are particularly at risk of social exclusion, as access to basic
aspects of life such as work, housing, social welfare, education or bank accounts
can be restricted or even prevented (Yuval-Davis et al., 2018). The public disclosure of one’s immigration status can also lead to stigmatisation and hate speech
(ENAR, 2018). Furthermore, individuals who have entered or remained in a country in an irregular way can be at risk of detention and deportation (Tazzioli, 2020).
Thus, the definition of vulnerable persons as ‘those who lack the ability to make
personal life choices, to make personal decisions, to maintain independence, and
to self-determine’ (Moore and Miller, 1999: 1034) applies to individuals with various migration experiences. This includes subjects of human trafficking, individuals living in a country undocumented or with a short-term visa, and others whose
movement across borders puts them at risk of persecution or precariousness (van
Liempt and Bilger, 2012).
Categorising such groups as ‘vulnerable’ has immediate repercussions, as
research with such populations needs to go beyond ‘procedural ethics’, that is, the
formal rules that guide research design and certain aspects of fieldwork (Tomkinson,
2015). Informed consent is a core principle of this type of ethical process and has
been the subject of various strategies and recommendations that highlight the
importance of ensuring that vulnerable participants understand the implications of
being involved in a research project (European Commission, 2020). If such principles and associated guidance are frequently discussed in relation to qualitative
and traditional research methods (European Commission, 2020), these are not
readily applicable to social media analytics and the specific ethical challenges they
raise (Sandberg et al., 2022). Indeed, when analysing big data from social media
platforms, it is not always possible or feasible to seek the data subjects’ explicit
consent to the use of their data, meaning that individuals may not be aware of who
uses their data and how it is used (Fiesler and Proferes, 2018).
When social media data related to migration is processed, the lack of informed
consent can exacerbate the severity of potential risks, such as data breach, data
de-anonymisation and profiling, as the disclosure of an individual’s name, location, network of family and friends, as well as other sensitive information including immigration status, can result in stigmatisation and hate crime. For instance, a
picture posted on social media may be used by anti-migration groups to feed racist
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campaigns (Dearden, 2015), and the profiling of migrant social media accounts to
predict migration flows and close migration routes can lead people to go through
even more dangerous border crossings (Dimitriadi, 2021). Thus, such use of social
media data increases the power imbalance between the researchers and institutions
that process data for their specific purposes, and those vulnerable individuals
whose personal data is extracted (Bloemraad and Menjívar, 2022). Addressing
these risks means balancing the rights of individuals with the benefits of the collective. This means that it is the responsibility of funders and researchers to take
all the precautions necessary to identify and minimise any risk of harm. Yet, despite
recent policies and guidelines around social media use (UK Research and
Innovation, 2021), clear institutional processes and actionable recommendations
to address these issues are still lacking (Taylor and Pagliari, 2018), especially in
the context of migration research and of externally funded projects that involve
multiple stakeholders, as we experienced as part of the PERCEPTIONS project. In
this paper, we reflect on these issues to highlight concrete recommendations for
the development of ethical research programmes.

Ethical challenges encountered in PERCEPTIONS
In PERCEPTIONS, social media analytics are used to identify public narratives
about Europe and migration to Europe on a global scale, and to analyse their content and distribution patterns. Social media data is retrieved from Twitter, a platform that offers broad opportunities to investigate public narratives, including
those reflecting and influencing the migration imaginaries of various social groups.
Tweets are retrieved based on a set of approximately 60 migration-related keywords, translated into a total of six languages, leading to approximately 450,000
tweets and retweets collected each day for a period of 3 months. Twitter data is
used to perform three types of analyses: topic modelling, social network analysis
and bot analysis. Topic modelling allows us to gain an understanding of the topics
of conversation in a large, multilingual dataset. By analysing the network structure
of the collected tweets, using community detection algorithms, we characterise the
general flow of information, identify the key groups of actors, and analyse the topics discussed in the various groups and countries identified. Finally, implementing
algorithms for bot detection and text analysis tools allows us to analyse the type of
narratives vehiculated by bots.
The use of social media was a requirement set in the European Commission’s
call for projects, which reflects a recent trend for Horizon 2020 project to promote this approach. Yet, obtaining ethical approval from the European Commission
was a challenge, as a variety of ethical concerns emerged in relation to profiling,
informed consent, data sharing processes and ethical approval and data management procedures. Progressing these ethical considerations was an opportunity to
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draw lessons that we discuss in this paper in order to provide stakeholders in
similar research programmes with key points of vigilance and actionable
recommendations.

Profiling
Based on the wording of the European Commission’s funding call, aspects of
PERCEPTIONS initially involved investigating how migrants perceive Europe,
and analyses of social media data was considered to be one potential way of
achieving this. Such an approach would require profiling, a technique that consists
in using automated means to categorise individuals according to their personal
characteristics (EU GDPR, Article 4(2)).
Given the sensitive context of the project and the project funding call, the profiling of individuals as ‘migrants’, and particularly the impact that this could have,
was a major concern. While it was not the intention to directly affect participants
as a result of any potential profiling of their social media activity, members of the
PERCEPTIONS consortium and the European Commission’s expert review panel
were acutely aware of the potential misuse and risk of harm of any reported
research findings. The profiling of individuals as ‘migrants’ could potentially
expose them to harm, including hate speech, detention, removal and for people
fleeing persecution, potential pressures from homeland authorities on family
members who remained there (Bloemraad and Menjívar, 2022). Moreover,
PERCEPTIONS is funded under Horizon 2020’s security strand, and the consortium includes security agencies. Yet, the profiling of migrants on social media
used by European law enforcement agencies to detect and prevent migration arrivals could have resulted in adverse effects, pushing individuals into new and more
dangerous migration routes (Dimitriadi, 2021). These unwanted consequences
would have contradicted the principle of non-maleficence that the PERCEPTIONS
project adheres to.
Thus, although some form of profiling of individual social media accounts may
have facilitated a better understanding of the data, potentially leading to more
insightful results and to a more direct response to the initial funding call, it was
decided to avoid attempting to identify migrants entirely, and that any other form
of profiling and reporting of results would be done at an aggregated level. For
example, rather than understanding and reporting on the behaviour of specific
accounts, this would be done by focussing on the behaviours of groups of accounts.
Analyses within the project would naturally lead to groups of users being identified, and the tendency would be to try to understand who each of these users are,
through profiling their names, locations, and other biographical information.
However, it was decided, within the PERCEPTIONS project, to set an initial
threshold of 10,000 account followers, with only accounts above the threshold
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accessed and processed as necessary. In doing so, we sought to strike a balance
between protecting the rights and anonymity of individuals, while still understanding the role of major, higher-profile Twitter accounts in the dissemination of narratives related to migration and migrants; in many cases, accounts with high
follower counts are likely to belong to organisations, or ‘celebrities’.

Informed consent
As the aim of the project is to identify public narratives about Europe and migration on a global scale, large amounts of tweets are collected using automated
means. This means data is collected without directly interacting with these Twitter
users, making gaining the informed consent of each of them problematic. Under
EU GDPR (Article 14 Paragraph 5b), obtaining informed consent from data subjects is not required in a context such as social media analytics, where:
‘The provision of such information proves impossible or would involve a disproportionate effort, in particular for processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes’.
However, it remains a point of discussion as to the extent that social media users
are even aware that some of their data is made available to researchers. Studies
have shown that once individuals are made aware that their social media activity
may be included in research studies, they often state that such actions should not
be allowed, at least without informing the individuals or requesting permission to
include their data in the study (Fiesler and Proferes, 2018).
Thus, when working with social media data sources, it has to be assessed
whether those persons actually intended to make their information public (e.g. in
the light of the privacy settings or limited audience to which the data were made
available). A key argument is the set of terms and conditions to which each user
of a social media platform has to agree. Within these terms, there are often clauses
addressing how the data may be accessed by third parties (including researchers).
However, accessibility of the data is not enough; the data must have been made
public to the extent that the data subjects do not have any reasonable expectation
of privacy. In particular, when researching populations that are already marginalised, such as migrants, within a politically sensitive topic, conducting research
without asking for consent could lead to an increased vulnerability of these
populations.
In light of these points, several decisions were made in the PERCEPTIONS
project regarding the collection, storage and analysis of social media data. First, it
was decided that only explicitly public social media data would be collected and
analysed. This, along with the availability and access restrictions of the public
Application Programming Interface (API), resulted in the decisions to focus on
Twitter as a social media data source, although this came with limitations with
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regards to the demographics of the users whose tweets are retrieved (Blank, 2017).
While this decision did not remove the consideration of informed consent entirely,
it did further satisfy ethical guidelines from organisations such as British
Psychological Society who state that observations (i.e. the collection of data)
should be limited to public areas of platforms, where individuals have no perception or expectation of privacy (British Psychological Society, 2021).
To further minimise any potential risks to individuals, decisions were made to
store collected data only for as long as was necessary, with suitable anonymisation
or pseudonymisation techniques performed at the earliest opportunity. This aims
to minimise the amount of time in which individuals would remain identifiable.
Each of these steps help to minimise the risks that individual social media accounts
may be exposed to, in a situation where gaining the informed consent of the
account holders is not possible.

Data sharing and exchange between partners
The PERCEPTIONS consortium is made up of partners based in multiple countries;
some of these partners are based within the EU, while others are based outside of the
EU. Further, the consortium consists of academics, practitioners, as well as law
enforcement agencies. Having such a multi-disciplinary and multinational team allows
us to bring together different perspectives, in terms of expertise, cultural and linguistic
background, which helps mitigating some of the biases of the research, especially
when it comes to the choice of keywords used to retrieve data and to the design of the
analyses. However, it also introduces complexities regarding data storage and sharing
between partners, both in terms of legal requirements (GDPR), as well as maintaining
the anonymity and rights of participants, that may be compromised if law enforcement
agency partners were able to access all of the raw data collected during the project.
To address these concerns, the PERCEPTIONS project introduced various
measures. First, from a GDPR standpoint, the adequacy of the national legislations
regarding data protection had to be determined. This step was an important one, as
it determined what data could be transferred between which countries (and in
which direction). As a result of this, it was decided that only EU project partners,
and partners within the UK, which the European Commission recognised as providing an adequate level of data protection equivalent to EU GDPR, would be
responsible for the social media data processing. This process also led to further
discussions around encryption and storage methods.
Second, it was decided to restrict access to raw data, and the accompanying
results, to only those directly involved in the analysis of the social media data. In
doing so, partners such as law enforcement agencies had no access to the data
being collected, nor the interim results of the analyses. First, this further protects
the anonymity of any individuals included in the data collection and prevents
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situations where, for example, it may have been possible to infer the migration
status of individuals based on their social media data. Second, this also protects
some project partners from being obliged to take action based on the data that they
would have otherwise had access to.
As part of these processes, and to document the agreements made between partners regarding data collection, sharing and analysis within the social media
research elements of the project, a joint controller document was created, and
signed by the relevant partners within the project. This also outlines the responsibilities and liabilities of each partner in the event of a data breach or similar situation. This was done in conjunction with other ethical and data management
processes, which are discussed in more detail in the following section.

Ethics and data management processes
Projects involving multiple partners, such as PERCEPTIONS, will likely include
multiple ethical approval processes, with each organisation having their own
requirements. Some partners, such as universities, may have their own departmental and organisation-wide ethical review boards, with other organisations having
no equivalent process. This mismatch between partners can lead to complications,
depending on the requirements placed on the project partners by the funding body.
The PERCEPTIONS project experienced this, with the university-based partners
(for the most part) having existing ethical approval processes that were utilised.
Other partners did not need to gain ethical approval from their own institutions, as
the data and processes being conducted as part of the PERCEPTIONS project did
not meet the threshold for requiring ethical approval. In cases where there were
also no competent national ethics committees, these partners had no possibility to
gain ethical approval. Further to this, some partners had to seek feedback and
approval from multiple stakeholders within their own institutions, including ethics
boards, data protection officers and legal departments.
As the PERCEPTIONS project required confirmation of ethical approval from
each project partner, it was necessary to implement a system whereby individual
partners could agree – formally – to abide by the ethical principles and constraints
included in various project documentation, if they had no such ethical approval
processes within their organisation. This ‘Declaration of Ethical Compliance’ was
then approved and signed by an appropriate individual in each organisation, in lieu
of a more ‘traditional’ ethical approval.
To maintain oversight of ethical and data management processes within the project consortium, an ethics board and data management task force were created.
These consisted of various members of the project consortium, with additional
external experts also forming part of the ethics board. These had oversight across
various ethical processes and documentation for use within the project.
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One such document overseen by the ethics board and data management task
force was the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) conducted as part of the
social media research within the PERCEPTIONS project. This was a necessary
step, as determined by GDPR, as the collection of social media data was likely to
include personal data, and its storage and processing could pose risks to the individual account holders.
The potential disruption for each of the points detailed above could have been
minimised if the project consortium had a clearer understanding of the exact
requirements and processes of both the funding body, and each partner’s institutional processes. This could have, for example, led to the creation of the
‘Declaration of Ethical Compliance’ at the very beginning of the project, which
could have been approved and signed by appropriate signatories at each partner
institution. This shows the need for further structural guidance and processes that
ensure ethical challenges are anticipated and addressed in the early stages of
research programmes.

Considerations from multiple perspectives
In the previous section, we outlined various ethical challenges that were encountered during the PERCEPTIONS project. In this section, we synthesise this discussion, highlighting the main points of consideration from the perspective of various
interested parties: researchers, funding bodies and ethics review boards.

Researchers
The previous section has highlighted numerous ethical challenges that were
encountered during the PERCEPTIONS project. While many of these processes
may not be avoidable, being aware of them, and planning for them from the beginning of the project could lead to a swifter and streamlined process.
First, researchers involved in the project should consider the standing of each
partner’s country regarding their data protection regulations, particularly their
‘adequacy’ in relation to EU GDPR. An understanding of what data can be collected and exchanged between which countries will help in planning the data collection and analyses aspects of the project and make undertaking processes such
as the DPIA much easier.
Second, in situations where personal information may be collected, such as collecting social media content, researchers should consider elements such as
informed consent, and whether it is necessary or indeed possible to collect this
consent. While content that is clearly public may not require this consent, aspects
of some social media platforms, or the introduction of new features or new platforms may make the identification of ‘public’ and ‘private’ spaces more complex.
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This must be considered as early as possible in a project, as selecting the social
media platform that provides the highest levels of data protection should always
prevail, but may have consequences for the type of data collected and the research
questions that can be addressed.
Third, where personal information may be collected, planning for data minimisation and anonymisation (where possible) from the outset will also be beneficial.
Undertaking processes like the DPIA will often require such techniques to be
implemented, to reduce the level of risk associated with data collection, exchange
and processing. Further, following a ‘privacy-by-design’ and ‘data-protection-bydesign’ approach from the project outset will not only benefit researchers by making processes such as the DPIA easier to navigate, but will also benefit project
participants by providing additional safeguards to protect their privacy. Project
partners may also, where necessary, consider asking their organisations’ legal
department (or equivalent) to check the various Terms & Conditions statements
from the relevant social media platforms. Designing studies that include time and
resources to go through these processes from the outset will make things easier,
along with the inclusion of individuals with relevant experience and expertise in
such matters.
Finally, researchers should be mindful of the different ethical approval processes at each partner institution. As detailed in the previous section, funding bodies and other partner institutions can sometimes assume that each partner gaining
ethical clearance from their own institution will be straightforward, when this can
be a much more complex and time-consuming process. Such considerations should
be made when designing project timelines, particularly as data collection and analysis will depend on gaining this ethical clearance. If planned for too early in the
project timeline, such activities are likely to experience delays.

Funding bodies
We have previously outlined some of the processes that were undertaken within
the PERCEPTIONS project in terms of gaining ethical clearance from partner
institutions, meeting the requirements of the funding body, and planning data collection and analysis processes that satisfied both the funding body and legal
requirements such as EU GDPR.
To aid the timely progress of these projects, funding bodies should ensure that
they make their requirements clear from the beginning of the project, allowing the
project partners to meet these requirements in a timely manner. As some partners
will have lengthy internal processes to achieve, for example, ethical clearance, or
for data management plans to be approved by their organisation, introducing new
requirements or delaying feedback until a particular pre-determined date can introduce unnecessary delays into the project timeline. Funding bodies should also
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seek to develop a greater understanding of the differences between the various
project partners, particularly in terms of their ethical approval processes and presence (or absence) of various legal representatives within the organisation. In doing
so, this will allow funding bodies to aid the project researchers in successfully
meeting the various requirements, and in a timely manner.
Further, funding bodies should ensure that the focus of research in each research
topic does not contradict the ethics requirements and processes of their programme
(such as Horizon 2020). Potential mismatches between these two can introduce
unnecessary friction into the ethical review processes, as researchers attempt to
balance meeting the research requirements of the topic and the ethical requirements and constraints of the funding programme. Related to this, the ethical and
legal oversight processes from funding bodies should also be developed as the
research areas they oversee develop. In areas of research that evolve quickly, such
as social media research, those responsible for ensuring ethical and legal compliance should seek to keep their understanding of the key elements and principles of
the research area up to date.

University ethics review panels
Based on experiences within the PERCEPTIONS project, not all university ethics
review processes recognise social media-based research as requiring ethical
approval and oversight, due to the lack of direct interaction with potentially at-risk
individuals. Given the potential implications of such research, especially if
research findings are misused, such ethical approval processes should be further
developed. Those responsible for such processes should consider moving their
focus of research protection from ‘human subjects research’, whereby the review
is driven by issues of informed consent, to ‘human harming research’, whereby a
risk analysis is conducted, highlighting any potential harms stemming from the
research, even when there are no direct interactions with potentially vulnerable
participants (Carpenter and Dittirch, 2011). Through this change in focus,
‘researchers who might otherwise (even if incorrectly) feel no human is directly
involved in the research study would be compelled to address the ethical implications of any harm to broader populations outside the immediate research project’
(Zimmer, 2018: 6).

Conclusion
Big data provide a comprehensive, relatively cost-effective and timely complementary sources of data for the analysis of migration-related phenomena. These
new sources of data, including social media platforms, can enrich migration
research and knowledge with novel insights, helping to improve humanitarian
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responses to migration and migration management. However, ‘technology is not
inherently democratic, and its human rights impacts are particularly important to
consider in humanitarian and forced migration contexts’ (Molnar, 2019: 7).
Asymmetries in power between researchers and study participants, as well as
between governments and people on the move, are particularly strong and can
have severe consequences in social media analytics contexts where the principle
of informed consent cannot be met (Bloemraad and Menjívar, 2022).
In discussing the ethical challenges that were encountered during the
PERCEPTIONS project, and the mitigation measures undertaken, we have highlighted several issues that other research projects may also encounter, as well as
areas of concerns that different stakeholders within research projects may wish to
consider. We hope such reflections can help research projects meet their goals,
while undertaking social media analyses in such a way that ethical and legal obligations are met, participants have their privacy respected, and processes such as
ethical approval and Data Protection Impact Assessments can be undertaken in a
timely and efficient manner. Although the power asymmetries inherent to social
media analytics in the context of migration research may not disappear, such processes can ensure that all mitigation issues are in place to avoid causing harm to
populations who are, often, already vulnerable.
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